
From birth we are taught that a certain way of thinking is normal: sexualization of               
womxn is bombasted into our minds, while womxn’s sexuality is shunned religiously.            
Slavery was the social norm of the time, a slave born a slave most of the time only                  
thought as a slave, and only reached within the limitations of slavery, freedom was              
inconceivable. How can you conceive the taste of a foreign fruit haven’t ever tasted it?               
Thus what's normal to us is law to the mass, no matter how wrong it may be. 

But the moment a slave tastes freedom, they could never be a slave gain, they               
are now a captive, a prisoner because their minds are unlocked to a new way of thinking.                 
Their spirits a new way of existing. While the captive may be physically subjected, their               
minds are in revolt.  Their spirits live in between defiance and survival. 

Emotions such as love, lust, greed, and jealousy is lumped in with broad             
classifications such as human nature, when only it is human nature to thrive for survival.               
We are taught that assimilation is the key to survival. The blending of our habits, traits,                
and ideas until we become on mass suit personality. This is not fluidity, this is death. A                 
Mother’s love defeats the argument of “human nature”. A mother will sacrifice herself for              
the young’s survival, even though she knows that here young will not survive without her.               
She dies for their existence, if only for moments more… 

Womxn will not submit because this is not her nature. For if it was, it would not                 
be drilled in every religious, social, or legal dictum laid by man. It is not natural to be a                   
slave whether to man, of social norms, or religion. Though, we are taught this by the                
same teachers that taught us blacks were property. The first nations were savages and              
that brows were rapists, drunks, drug dealers. By the same people that calls one group               
criminals, while they create the atrocities on a larger scale.  

Fluidity is like a river beating against a boulder, eventually that bolder will             
disappear and the river will continue to run. Only thing human nature speaks of is where                
there is repression there will be resistance. Bleeding through whether it be text,             
shackles, or actual skin and bones, there will be resistance, whether through the tiniest              
of acts such as a middle finger to an “all-seeing eye” or learning how to read by candle                  
light, there will be resistance. By song or by bullet, by chant or by knife. Resistance is                 
and always will be human nature.  Resistance is fluidity.  


